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Humans have long been fascinated with mortality. Specifically, our own. A guaranteed and 

inevitable truth from the day we are born. This knowledge can consciously or subconsciously 

drive our actions throughout our lives and feeds our pursuit of finding meaning. If we look deep 

enough into our souls, we will find two things that have echoed in our collective consciousness 

for as long as we have been able to document our existence. These dual concerns, the 

meaning of life and our awaiting demise, are irrevocably intertwined like dance partners, 

sometimes leading, sometimes following.  

 

Terhi Hakola and Paula Ngu unpack these concerns through their respective bodies of work 

presented in Mundane & Myth. Both artists have arrived at their current practices after 

inhabiting previous lives, Terhi from the field of medicine and Paula from a computer 

programming background. While age may be just a number, with it comes a deep well of 

experience from which to draw - of life’s joys, loves, losses and the awareness of the fragility of 

our very being here on this earth.  

 

Terhi attempts to capture the intangible feelings of loss and hope through the video installation, 

Every Angel is Terrifying. The video Burning Bed is visceral, transforming a piece of furniture 

that we sleep and dream on, have sex on, are sometimes conceived and birthed on, convalesce 

and often die on into a scene of destruction. Fire itself forms the basis of many death rituals in 

different cultures and the visual echoes the burning pyres of the deceased, but it is also from fire 

that the Phoenix rises, a symbol of hope. The same bed from the video is installed in the space, 

a fragile husk of what it once was. 

 

Driven to create this body of work by the loss and illnesses of those close to her, Terhi has 

gravitated away from painting toward sculptural and digital mediums to encapsulate her 

emotions about these events. The thread that weaves through this body of work are questions 

that surround suffering and loss - why is this happening? What comes after? What about those 

that are left behind? What is the point of it all? While offering no answers, the works are a subtle 

provocation to reflect on these universal themes of life and death, of our mortal coil.  

 

Creating tension with Terhi’s emotionally expansive body of work, Paula has delved into the 

microcosm of the daily tasks that make up the sum of our lives. Her body of work acts like a 

visual data set, translating the daily tasks of her life and the emotions she feels when 

undertaking them. These tasks are representative of the mundane activities that add up to how 

we pass the majority of our time.  

 

There is a meditative quality to both method and outcome of Paula’s work, a striving for balance 

between chaos and order. This is no clearer than in her use of mediums, systematically gridding 

up paper before applying careful but unpredictable layers of watercolour - sometimes over 

twenty layers. Paula’s work is as much about the process itself as the outcome, translating as a 

visual representation of her emotions and decision making processes around her daily tasks. 



There are two distinct streams to Paula’s practice. The first is the work itself, produced in a 

studio space next to her kitchen, and the second is her study which has become a physical and 

visual extension of her thought process where she can immerse herself in researching and 

brainstorming. The concepts Paula has consistently investigated across these works have been 

fragility, impermanence and the idea of the infinite which are all evident in the subject and 

medium of this body of work. Her process is slow and playful despite its seemingly rigid 

outcome and there is a gentle visual rhythm when the individual works are hung together 

becoming a map of the mundane.  

 

At the end of it all, all we have is what we have created. With our minds, our hands, our words 

and our beings. The space created between the works of both artists and the subject of the 

works themselves intend to allow us the time to reflect on the bigger picture.  
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